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groups existed, the stimulus it gave to even partial coalition
probably produced more good than harm.1
Apart from these slight changes, the drift of all constitu-
tional adjustment reaffirmed rather than weakened the power
of the elected assemblies against both the executive power on
one hand and the electorate on the other. The President's
power was progressively weakened during the first half of the
Republic by the Macmahon crisis of 1877, the Wilson scandal
connected with Jules Grevy which led to Grevy's resignation in
1887, and the election of Carnot to succeed him. The first three
Presidents had been forced out of office, and Carnot was
chosen on Clemenceau's advice—'Vote for the stupidest9—as a
deliberate rejection of Jules Ferry who was too positive a char-
acter to suit the parties or the country. 'Thiers had been chosen
as the greatest living French statesman; Macmahon as the most
honourable French soldier; Grevy had been elected in 1879
because of what he had said in 1848; Carnot was elected in
1887 because of what his grandfather had done in I793-'2
Weak successors like Loubet and Fallieres had reduced the
office to an impotence from which it was only temporarily
saved by the sensational election of Poincare in 1913. Once
more expressive of the foreign situation as much as of domestic
politics, his election in spite of Clemenceau's opposition and
the Radical majority in power, meant that in future the Presi-
dent would represent a compromise choice between parties
rather than the party majority at the moment of election.
Poincare's resolve to strengthen the power of his new office was
1	The constitutional Law of 30 November 1875 (Article 5) had
laid down *Le vote est secret9. The Law of 29 July 1912 laid down new
and much more elaborate provisions for ensuring absolute privacy and
complete secrecy for the voter: cf. Duguit, Monnier and Bonnard:
op. cit., p. 354 ff. for its text; and A. fismcin: op. cit., Vol. II, p. 354 fT.
for a commentary on it. The Law of 31 March 1914 (ibid., p. 362 ff.)
made still more provisions to prevent corruption during elections.
On the 'second ballot', cf. above, Chapter II, pp. 93 £; and see
A. fismein: op. cit., Vol. II, p. 327 ff.
2	Gf. D. W. Brogan: op. cit., p. 198. See also ibid., pp. 445-6,
568-9, 584-5.

